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             An introductive seminar on ID classifications was held during  this 
World Championships on the  29. november 2010.
              As lecturers was present members of  special working 
Mr. Sheng-Kuang WU  /ITTF
University/ . 
               More then 20 persons from all regions and various positions in PTT 
/classifiers medical and technical, coaches, umpires, team managers, …/ were 
present in this seminar. 
                The seminar   was consisting of more then 3 hours of  interesting 
videoprojections and lectures
/Debbie/  and   Sport specific TT intelligence /Sheng/,  from theoretical and 
practical part of view,  following with discussion.
                 All participants received  30 pages of coppi
issue, concerning  both,  research  and  practical part  of  classification of  ID 
athletes in table tennis. 
                  The seminar was on high level of lectures and all participants were 
very interested in this issue.
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Introductive  seminar on ID Classifications in Table Tennis

                                                    Report 

An introductive seminar on ID classifications was held during  this 
World Championships on the  29. november 2010. 

As lecturers was present members of  special working group,          
Kuang WU  /ITTF-PTT/   and   Ms. Debbie Van Biesen

20 persons from all regions and various positions in PTT 
/classifiers medical and technical, coaches, umpires, team managers, …/ were 

The seminar   was consisting of more then 3 hours of  interesting 
ns and lectures,  concerning both,  Generic sport intelligence  

/Debbie/  and   Sport specific TT intelligence /Sheng/,  from theoretical and 
following with discussion.  

All participants received  30 pages of coppied materials each on this 
both,  research  and  practical part  of  classification of  ID 

The seminar was on high level of lectures and all participants were 
very interested in this issue. 

                                                                                       Juraj STEFAK, MD 
                                                                 ITTF PTT Medical and Classification Officer
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